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2012 Bordeaux: Messages in a Bottle 

Pessac-Léognan and Pomerol are without question the stars of Bordeaux’s 2012 vintage. Saint-Emilion follows, 
along with Lalande de Pomerol, Fronsac, and some of the lesser-known Right Bank appellations, where high quality 
and value increasingly go hand in hand. Readers will have to be selective in a year that is variable across the board, 
but there is plenty to like in 2012. 
Two thousand twelve is the best of the three vintages that follow the epic 2009s and 2010s. Broadly speaking, the 
2012s are surprisingly open and accessible, with forward fruit and generally mid-weight structures. Many wines will 
drink well with minimal cellaring, but a few also have the potential to age well.  
I encourage readers to look beyond Bordeaux’s most famous names. Of course, those wines are of great interest, 
and they should be, as they are the benchmarks of excellence. But Bordeaux is about more than just several dozen 
highly coveted wines. As I put the finishing touches on this article in California I am once again reminded of how 
many fairly priced Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot-based wines can still be found in Bordeaux. That will be even 
truer of wines being sold out of Europe today given the current strength of the US dollar. 
 
See the wines by region 
St Estephe, Pauillac, Margaux, St. Julien, Pessac-Leognan, Pomerol, St. Emilion 
All Right Bank, All Left Bank 

 
Wood fermentation vats, Château Margaux, Margaux 

 
The 2012 Growing Season 
The year started with a very mild winter, the last remnant of the 2011 vintage, with temperatures in December 
2011 and January 2012 that were above historical norms. That trend reversed dramatically in February, when 
temperatures plunged well below normal during an especially brutal string of days. Cool, wet conditions in April 
delayed budbreak. May was a bit more normal, but then cool temperatures and rain returned in June, which 
caused a late and protracted flowering along with high levels of millerandage and coulure, plus widespread 
outbreaks of mildew. 
Warm summer temperatures arrived in late July and especially during August, when highs were well above the 
average over the last thirty years. Véraison, the period when grapes change color, was drawn out over several 
weeks, the result of highly variable degrees of ripening within bunches and grapes. Both August and September 
were warmer and drier than normal. Heat stress was an issue in some spots, especially the lesser terroirs and in 
younger vines, where the root systems are less developed than they are in older vines. 
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Véraison 

 
The harvest started on September 2 for the whites. The first reds were brought in beginning on September 25, 
after which conditions deteriorated into October, which was rainier and cooler than normal. A three-day rain event 
occurred from October 6-8, followed by much more significant rains on October 18-20. These conditions resulted 
in grapes with good sugar content (in some cases elevated) but low acidities. Green harvesting around véraison 
proved to be critical in evening out ripeness in the vineyard, while sorting at harvest and then in the cellar were 
keys to getting the most out of the vintage. All of this sounds easy, but of course it wasn’t, as yields for the vintage 
were already very low to start with. But the willingness and ability to make the hard decisions is precisely what 
separates the outstanding from the average and the poor. 
 

 
Vieux Château Certan, Pomerol 

 
The 2012s From Bottle 
In my opinion, many of the best wines are found in Pessac-Léognan, where the finest examples posses stunning 
richness, power and depth, along with surprisingly elevated sugars. The Right Bank is also home to numerous wines 
that overachieve the average level of the vintage. Merlot, which ripens earlier than Cabernet Sauvignon, proved to 
be heavily advantaged in 2012. The Pomerols range from supple, open-knit wines that stand out because of their 
radiance to powerful, structured wines that will require considerable patience. I also tasted a number of striking 
St.-Emilions, although quality is more variable than Pomerol, part of that the result of the sheer size of St.-Emilion. 
Fronsac is also strong in 2012, with many wines that deliver the goods at prices that remain approachable. Quality 
is much more variable in the Left Bank, where I encountered quite a few wines lack mid-palate depth and 
complexity. Lastly, 2012 is a terrific vintage for the whites, the best of which offer an appealing combination of fruit 
intensity and vibrancy. 

 
Vines trained low at Tertre Roteboeuf, Saint-Emilion 



 
2012: The Best of the Best 

Ausone La Violette 

Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse Lafleur 

Bélair-Monange Larcis Ducasse 

Bellevue-Mondotte Le Gay 

Cheval Blanc Le Pin 

Clinet L'Eglise Clinet 

Clos Fourtet Mouton Rothschild 

Haut Bailly Pavie 

Haut-Brion Péby Faugères 

La Fleur-Pétrus Smith Haut Lafitte 

La Mission Haut-Brion Tertre-Roteboeuf 

La Mission Haut-Brion Blanc Trotanoy 

La Violette Vieux Château Certan 

Lafleur Vieux Château Mazerat 

 
Overachievers: The Sleepers of 2012 

Alter Ago Paveil de Luze 

Hanteillan De Ferrrand 

Bel-Air La Royère Pédesclaux 

Haut-Bergey De Francs Les Cerisiers 

Bouscat Cuvée La Gargone Petit-Figeac 

Haut-Ségottes De Pressac 

Cambon La Pelouse Petit-Village 

Haut Bertinerie Domaine de l’A 

Les Charmes-Godard Reynon 

Haut Condissas Faizeau 

La Chenade Rol Valentin 

Jean Faux Grand Pontet 

Clos Montesquieu La Roncheraie 

Joanin Bécot Guadet 

Clos Puy Arnaud La Vieille Cure 

Moulin Haut-Laroque Gree Laroque 

Croix de Beauséjour Villemaurine 

 
All of the wines in this article were tasted between April and July 2015. Ideally, this article would have appeared 
earlier, but work on the Vinous App required a considerable amount of attention over the last few months. 
Coverage of Bordeaux will be both more extensive and frequent this year and going forward. Because of 
Bordeaux’s global presence and prices that vary widely from market to market, prices for wines in this article are 
Wine-Searcher average prices at press time. 
 
2012 Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse 
The 2012 Beauséjour Heritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse is simply magnificent. Succulent black cherries, hard candy, 
savory herbs, smoke, licorice and tobacco all burst from the glass in a rich, voluptuous, concentrated wine. The 
tannins are there, but they are nearly buried by the sheer intensity of the fruit. Grilled herbs, smoke, cedar and 
tobacco meld into the explosive, resonant finish. The 2012 is 87% Merlot and 13% Cabernet Franc that spent 16-18 
months in French oak, 75% new. There are a number of talented people who work on the Beauséjour wines, 
including Nicolas Thienpont, David Suire, Stéphane Derenoncourt and Julien Lavenu, but the most important thing 
is the terroir. And it is world class. Vivid and beautifully sculpted throughout, the 2012 has closed down since I last 
tasted it, about four months ago. There is little doubt it is one of the wines of the vintage. Don't miss it! 
-- Antonio Galloni 96 Antonio Galloni 2022 - 2042 $91.00 Jan 2016 
 



2012 Clos Fourtet Clos Fourtet  
The 2012 Clos Fourtet is deep, fleshy and quite seductive. Sweet red cherry, plum, dried flowers, sage and 
rosemary flesh out in a pretty, gracious Clos Fourtet that offers lovely balance to match its mid-weight, restrained 
personality. This is a lovely showing, and a wine that should drink well with minimal cellaring. The 2012 preserves 
lovely freshness, but it should also drink well with minimal cellaring. There is plenty to admire, that much is sure. 
The 2012 is 86% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon and 4% Cabernet Franc that spent 18 months in French oak, 60% 
new. 
-- Antonio Galloni 95 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2037 $84.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Smith Haut Lafitte Smith Haut Lafitte  
A dark, sensual wine, the 2012 Smith Haut Lafitte boasts marvelous depth and textural richness. Dark red stone 
fruits, leather, smoke, tobacco, gravel and herbs are laced together in an expansive wine endowed with terrific 
purity. The tannins are going to need at least a few years to soften, but there is clearly quite a bit to look forward 
to. 
-- Antonio Galloni 95 Antonio Galloni 2022 - 2042 $76.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Larcis Ducasse Larcis Ducasse  
A deep, powerful wine, the 2012 Larcis Ducasse is holding much of its obvious pedigree and potential close to the 
vest. Smoke, dark cherry, licorice, spice and leather emerge as this exquisitely layered Saint-Emilion opens up in the 
glass. The 2012 is deep, virile and intense for the year, but it also needs time to fully emerge. Smoke, game, 
tobacco, licorice and incense add nuance on the powerful, virile finish. One of the most promising wines of the 
year, the 2012 Larcis Ducasse has it all going on. Today, the 2012 comes across as understated, but there is plenty 
of density as well as potential in the glass. 
-- Antonio Galloni 95 Antonio Galloni 2022 - 2037 $66.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Mondotte La Mondotte  
The 2012 La Mondotte is likely to require quite a bit of time to come together. Dense and powerful in the glass, yet 
with a vertical spine of structure, the 2012 has a lot to say. Smoke, graphite, black cherries, mocha and licorice flow 
through to the dense, powerful finish. The purity of the fruit is striking. La Mondotte, a 85% Merlot/15% Cabernet 
Franc blend emerges from a tiny estate with vineyards planted on a bed of limestone and clay. 
-- Antonio Galloni 94 Antonio Galloni 2020 - 2037 $175.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Canon La Gaffelière Canon La Gaffelière  
The 2012 Canon La Gaffelière possesses striking aromatic presence, beautifully layered fruit and exceptional 
balance. This is arguably the most refined, precise wine in Stephan von Neipperg's stable, which is not surprising 
given the blend of equal parts Merlot and Cabernet Franc. Rose petal, mint and generous red stone fruits meld into 
the creamy yet understated finish. This is a striking 2012 that speaks to finesse. 
-- Antonio Galloni 94 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2037 $68.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Pavie Macquin Pavie Macquin  
The 2012 Pavie Macquin is pure elegance. Silky tannins and a supple, layered personality give the 2012 much of its 
inviting personality. With time in the glass, the 2012 turns a bit darker and more masculine. Dark cherry, 
pomegranate, smoke and sweet floral notes are some of the signatures. The Grand Vin is a big step up from the 
second wine. The blend is 85% Merlot, 14% Cabernet Franc and 1% Cabernet Sauvignon. Stéphane Derenoncourt is 
the consulting oenologist. 
-- Antonio Galloni 94 Antonio Galloni 2020 - 2037 $66.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Les Carmes Haut-Brion Les Carmes Haut-Brion  
A powerful, intense wine, the 2012 Les Carmes Haut-Brion exudes richness and depth. Game, smoke, tobacco, 
grilled herbs, black cherries and incense are some of the signatures. This explosive, powerful Pessac is going to 
need time to settle down, but it is exceptionally beautiful, even at this very early stage. Les Carmes Haut-Brion is 
marked by its high percentage of Cabernet Franc (38%) which is unusual in this part of Pessac, and its fabulous 
terroir. All of that is on full display here. Don't miss it! 
-- Antonio Galloni 94 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2042 $59.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Domaine de Chevalier Domaine de Chevalier  



In a vintage in which so many wines are open and forward, Domaine de Chevalier's 2012 Rouge is anything but. As 
readers know, these wines are capable of aging for decades. The 2012 will certainly need at least a few years in 
bottle to blossom. With time in the glass, scents of chalk, game, smoke, incense and red cherry jam begin to 
appear, followed by a hint of white pepper that adds aromatic lift. This is a gorgeous wine from Domaine de 
Chevalier and proprietor Olivier Bernard, but readers should not be in a hurry. The blend is 65% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 5% Petit Verdot. Stéphane Derenoncourt is the consultant. 
-- Antonio Galloni 93 Antonio Galloni 2022 - 2042 $54.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Clos de l'Oratoire Clos de l'Oratoire  
A deep, dense wine, the 2012 Clos de l'Oratoire is going to need at least a few years to settle down. Today, 
distinctly stony, mineral notes dominate. With some coaxing, hints of dark red cherry, plum, mocha, wild flowers 
and smoke start to emerge, hinting at the wine's potential. The 2012 is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. 
Proprietor Stephan von Neipperg gave the 2012 30 days on the skins and aged the wine in 60% new oak. 
-- Antonio Galloni 93 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2032 $35.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Guadet Guadet  
Dense, powerful and ample on the palate, the 2012 Guadet boasts superb intensity, not to mention considerable 
personality. The style is dark and virile, with some rough edges that need time to soften, yet there is plenty of 
nuance throughout, much of that from the 20% Cabernet Franc. Look for Guadet to be one of the sleepers of the 
year. Readers should cellar the 2012 for another few years and drink it over the next dozen. This small, 
biodynamically farmed estate has made some delicious wines over the last few years. The blend is 80% Merlot and 
20% Cabernet Franc. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92+ Antonio Galloni 2017 - 2032 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 des Fougères - Clos Montesquieu des Fougères - Clos Montesquieu  
The 2012 Clos Montesquieu, the estate's top wine, is a blend of 60% Cabernet Sauvignon and 40% Merlot. Vibrant 
and pulsating in its explosive energy, the 2012 exudes power. Dark red cherry, plum, leather, spices and tobacco 
are all beautifully delineated in the glass. This is a terrific expression of a Cabernet Sauvignon-based wine from 
Graves, and one of the sleepers of the vintage. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92+ Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Gaffelière La Gaffelière  
The 2012 La Gaffeliere comes across as quite compact today, although the underlying material appears promising. 
The 20% Cabernet Franc is evident, especially in the wines tannic profile. Hints of iron, smoke and leather open up 
with time in the glass, but the 2012 is going to need at least a few more years in bottle. Still, there is plenty to look 
forward to. Beginning with the 2011 vintage, all the younger Cabernet Franc plantings are online, and the Franc in 
the grand vin is expected to climb to the 30-40% range. The 2012 is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Stéphane 
Derenoncourt and Simon Blanchard are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2032 $56.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Talbot Talbot  
The 2012 is a supple, inviting wine. Dark red cherry, plum, smoke and licorice appear first, followed by scents of 
graphite, smoke, violet and sage that add nuance. This expressive, open-knit Saint-Julien has a lot to offer. Above 
all else, the Talbot is incredibly sensual and inviting. It will be hard to resist young, but also has enough depth to 
drink well for two decades, perhaps longer. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2032 $56.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Prieuré Lichine Prieuré-Lichine  
The 2012 Prieuré-Lichine is soft, open-knit and totally inviting. Sweet floral notes meld into the typical Prieuré 
Lichine red stone fruits. Already quite expressive and totally delicious, the 2012 should offer readers a long and 
broad window of pure pleasure. The silky, persistent finish points to a bright future. The 2012 is 65% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 30% Merlot and 5% Petit Verdot. Stéphane Derenoncourt and Julien Lavenu are the consulting 
winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni  $41.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Rol Valentin Rol Valentin  



The 2012 Rol Valentin is powerful, rich and inviting, with its characteristic richness and seamless texture on full 
display. Dark red cherry, plum, smoke, licorice and tobacco shape the voluptuous, creamy finish. The 2012 is quite 
expressive today, but it will be even better in another year or two, once the elements have had a bit more time to 
fuse together. The creamy, open-knit finish only adds to the wine's considerable appeal. This striking, modern Saint 
Emilion from Rol Valentin and consulting winemaker Julien Lavenu is one of the sleepers of the vintage. The blend 
is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni 2017 - 2032 $34.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Gree-Laroque Gree Laroque  
The 2012 Gree Laroque is one of the real under the radar gems of the vintage. Sweet, layered and deeply 
expressive, the 2012 is all about pleasure. Dark stone fruit, grilled herbs, licorice and leather add nuance as the 
wine opens up, but the 2012 is a wine that impresses above all else for its exceptional balance and value. The 
recent addition of a second wine seems to have really benefitted quality here. Gree Laroque is a rare affordable 
wine that is also long on finesse. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Simon Blanchard is the 
consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $12.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Beauséjour Héritiers Duffau-Lagarrosse Croix de Beauséjour  
The 2012 Croix de Beauséjour is deep, round and absolutely impeccable. Rose petal, mint and sweet red plums are 
laced together in a sensual, polished Saint-Emilion to that is ideal for drinking now and over the next handful of 
years. This is a very serious second wine, especially within the context of the vintage, that is equal to or better than 
many grand vins. The 2012 is 66% Merlot and 34% Cabernet Franc. There are a number of talented people who 
work on the Beauséjour wines, including Nicolas Thienpont, David Suire, Stéphane Derenoncourt and Julien 
Lavenu, but the most important thing is the terroir. And it is world class. 
-- Antonio Galloni 92 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Cadet-Bon Cadet-Bon  
The 2012 Cadet-Bon is a distinctly aromatic Saint-Emilion. Floral and savory notes open up first, followed by beams 
of acidity and tannin that give the wine its energy. This is an interesting, understated wine that needs time to fully 
come together. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. A 
small estate in Saint-Emilion's limestone/clay plateau, Cadet-Bon is a property to keep an eye on. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91+ Antonio Galloni 2017 - 2032 $26.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Petit-Village Petit-Village  
The 2012 Petit-Village is juicy, exuberant and forward, with striking palate presence, silky tannins and terrific 
overall balance. Sweet floral and spice notes add nuance on the gracious finish. Readers should expect a decidedly 
feminine, sensual Pomerol with considerable early and mid-term appeal. There is plenty to like here. The Petit-
Village could very well be a sleeper of the vintage. In 2012 the blend is 80% Merlot, 14% Cabernet Franc and 6% 
Cabernet Sauvignon. The wine spent 20 months in barrel, 80% new. Julien Lavenu is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2027 $57.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Tour Figeac La Tour Figeac  
The 2012 La Tour Figeac is wonderfully open and expressive in this tasting, with lovely depth and plenty of 
personality. Red fleshed fruits, tobacco, spices and licorice add nuance in an inviting, beautifully layered wine. The 
2012 is supple and gracious. Finesse prevails over pure power in this gravel-rich terroir. The blend is 80% Merlot 
and 20% Cabernet Franc. Christine Derenoncourt and Julien Lavenu consult. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2032 $35.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Croix Lartigue Croix Lartigue  
The 2012 Croix Lartigue is a real overachiever in this vintage. Expressive aromatics meld into a core of silky, open-
knit fruit. Round, creamy and inviting, the 2012 should continue to drink well for the next handful of years. The 
wine's balance and pure appeal are nearly impossible to resist. In 2012 the blend is 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet 
Franc. Winemakers Stéphane Derenoncourt, Julien Lavenu and Simon Blanchard have done a terrific job here. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $32.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Domaine de l'A Domaine de l'A  



A big, powerful wine, the 2012 Domaine de l'A offers serious depth and intensity. Super-ripe dark red cherry and 
plum flavors abound as this ample, creamy wine shows off its personality. A wine of texture and resonance, the 
2012 is already quite delicious, but it also has enough depth to drink well for a number of years. This is a very 
strong showing from Christiane and Stéphane Derenoncourt. The 2012 is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc, 
fermented and aged in barrel with 40% new oak. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $22.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Jean Faux Jean Faux  
The 2012 Jean Faux is rich, deep and beautifully layered in the glass, with lovely texture and palate resonance. Dark 
red cherry, cloves, licorice and menthol flesh out on the inviting finish. The Grand Vin is not meaningfully different 
from the second wine, but it is slightly bigger through the mid-palate and finish, with a bit more new French oak 
influence as well. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Simon Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $19.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Les Charmes-Godard Les Charmes-Godard  
The 2012 Les Charmes-Godard, Nicolas Thienpont's Semillon/Sauvignon/Muscadelle blend, is once again terrific. 
white flowers, lemon peel, white pepper and orchard fruit nuances are bright, focused and wonderfully delineated 
throughout. Drink this fresh, aromatic white over the next few years. Les Charmes Godard remains one of the most 
distinctive whites in Bordeaux. The 2012 was vinified and aged in 500L tonneaux, about 25% new. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2015 - 2019 $12.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Louis Louis  
Dark red cherry, plum, spice and new leather are all found in the 2012 Louis, a supple, easygoing Saint-Emilion 
meant to be enjoyed in its youth. Although not the last word in complexity, the 2012 has a bold, up-front 
personality that holds considerable appeal. The blend is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc done in 60% new 
French oak. Simon Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Larcis Ducasse Murmure de Larcis Ducasse  
The 2012 Murmure de Larcis Ducasse is supple, textured and quite inviting. Sweet floral notes meld into savory 
herbs, red cherry, tobacco, cedar and leather. The creamy, expansive finish rounds things out beautifully. This is a 
gorgeous second wine from Larcis Ducasse. The style leans towards the feminine, gracious end of the spectrum, 
while all the elements are very nicely balanced throughout. 
-- Antonio Galloni 91 Antonio Galloni  Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Berliquet Berliquet  
The 2012 Berliquet is quite attractive. Succulent dark cherries, menthol, licorice and new leather are all pushed 
forward. The 2012 is open-knit and generous, with good up-front appeal, and enough underlying structure to drink 
well for at least a decade, perhaps longer. Beams of supporting tannin shape the expressive finish. Another year or 
two in bottle can only help. The blend is 75% Merlot, 22% Cabernet Franc and 3% Cabernet Sauvignon. Nicolas 
Thienpont and his team led by David Suire oversee Berliquet, with additional input from consultants Stéphane 
Derenoncourt and Julien Lavenu. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2027 $29.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Paveil de Luze Paveil de Luze  
A powerful, authoritative wine, the 2012 Paveil de Luze is shaping up to be one of the under-the-radar gems of the 
year. Earthy and smoky notes add nuance, but it is the wine's explosive, deep personality that stands out most. 
Expressive floral, savory and ferrous notes meld into the expressive finish. Although the 2012 is more power than 
finesse, it offers exceptional balance and tons of personality. The blend is 70% Cabernet Sauvignon and 30% 
Merlot. This is an impressive effort from Paveil de Luze, a Margaux property that could probably be a classified 
growth. Simon Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2032 $28.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Brown Brown  
A big, broad-shouldered wine, the 2012 Brown hits the palate with serious intensity and slightly rough contours 
that are going to need time to settle down. The high presence of Merlot (70%) and pushed, ripe style add to the 



wine's considerable personality. A rush of black cherry, plum, smoke, tobacco, licorice and incense leaves a positive 
last impression. The 2012 is 70% Merlot and 30% Cabernet Sauvignon. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2032 $24.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Sanctus  Sanctus  
Cabernet Franc plays a larger role in the flagship Sanctus vis-a-vis the Bienfaisance, the estate's second wine. The 
Sanctus is made from the estate's oldest vines on the Saint-Christophe des Bardes plateau. Red cherry jam, wild 
flowers, mint and sweet spices are laced together beautifully in this inviting, textured Saint-Emilion. Open-knit and 
expressive, the 2012 should continue to drink well for at least another handful of years, perhaps longer. The blend 
is 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc that sees around 90% new oak. Julien Lavenu and Hannah Fiegenschuh are 
the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $24.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 d'Aiguilhe d'Aiguilhe  
The 2012 d'Aiguilhe is marked by super-distinctive notes of blood orange, cranberry and white pepper, all of which 
give the wine considerable energy. The flavors are bright and focused throughout. Drink it over the next handful of 
years. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $22.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Puygueraud Puygueraud  
The 2012 Puygueraud is a soft, supple red to drink now and over the next handful of years. Licorice, tobacco, 
menthol, plums and earthy notes are all laced together nicely in the glass. Medium in body and already quite 
forward, the 2012 is an excellent choice for drinking over the next handful of years. An intriguing array of sweet 
and savory notes lingers on the inviting finish. The tannins are a bit gritty, but this is a solid effort nonetheless. The 
2012 is 80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Franc and 5% Malbec. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $12.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Clarisse  Clarisse Vieilles Vignes  
Dark plums, crème de cassis and spices meld together in the 2012 Clarisse Vieilles Vignes, the estate's 100% old-
vine Merlot. There is plenty to like in this virile, structured wine, but ideally readers should cellar the 2012 for 
another year or two. Low yields, long, but gentle extraction and malolactic fermentation in barrel helped bring out 
the very best from these 65 year-old vines on Puisseguin clay/limestone plateau. Stéphane Derenoncourt and 
Romain Bocchio are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Les Carmes Haut-Brion Le Clos des Carmes Haut-Brion  
The 2012 Le Clos des Carmes Haut-Brion, the estate's second wine, is fleshy, open knit and approachable, largely 
because of a reliance on Merlot. Black cherry, mocha, spice and new leather are all pushed forward in this 
engaging, absolutely delicious wine from Les Carmes Haut-Brion. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet 
Sauvignon. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2032 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Jean Faux Le Dame de Jean Faux  
The 2012 Le Dame de Jean Faux is a very pretty, open-knit second wine from Jean Faux. Pliant and expressive, the 
2012 is an excellent choice for drinking over the next few years, while the red-fleshed fruit remains supple and 
vibrant. Sweet spices notes round out the generous finish. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Simon 
Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Gree-Laroque Le Second de Gree  
Savory herbs, tobacco, smoke and red plum meld together in the 2012 Le Second de Gree. Pliant and expressive, 
with lovely aromatic nuance from the 15% Cabernet Franc, the 2012 Le Second de Gree is a strong wine from Gree 
Laroque. Drink this attractive Fronsac over the next handful of years. The 2012 is 95% Merlot and 5% Cabernet 
Franc. Julien Lavenu and Romain Bocchio are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Lamartre Passage Secret  



The Lamartre's 2012 Passage Secret wraps around the palate with gorgeous depth and resonance. Bold, dark 
flavors hit the palate as the wine fleshes out, showing plenty of mid-palate intensity and depth. As always, the style 
is quite forward, but all the elements are in the right place. Black cherry, plum, smoke, and licorice meld into the 
inviting, textured finish. The Passage Secret is a bit riper than the estate's Etrange Rumeur. The blend is 60% 
Cabernet Franc and 40% Merlot. Simon Blanchard and Hannah Fiegenschuh are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 de Candale de Candale  
The 2012 Candale is powerful and intense, with serious tannins that are going to need time to settle down. Iron, 
game, smoke, licorice and tobacco hit the explosive finish. This is a decidedly brooding Saint-Emilion, and yet there 
is more than enough going on to warrant serious attention. The blend is 84% Merlot, 14% Cabernet Franc and 2% 
Cabernet Sauvignon. The winemaking team headed by Julien Lavenu and Romain Bocchio has done a terrific job 
with the 2012. 
 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Hanteillan Hanteillan  
The 2012 Hanteillan is a real overachiever in its class. Scents of black cherry, plum, smoke, licorice and spice open 
up first, followed by layers of intense, deep fruit. There is an explosive energy here that I find incredibly compelling. 
This is one of the sleepers of the vintage. The 2012 is 50% Cabernet Sauvignon, 45% Merlot and 5% Petit Verdot. 
Simon Blanchard and Romain Bocchio are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 90 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $13.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Gigault Gigault Cuvée Viva  
A big, hearty wine, the 2012 Gigault Cuvée Viva offers plenty of bang for the buck. Dark red cherry, iron, smoke, 
licorice and chalk hit the palate in an energetic, vibrant Blaye built on a serious core of energy. This is an 
overachiever from Gigault. The 2012 is 100% Merlot fermented in concrete and aged in a combination of oak and 
tank, with 25% new barrels. Julien Lavenu and Roman Bocchio are the winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89+ Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $16.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Pavie Macquin Les Chênes de Macquin  
The 2012 Les Chênes de Macquin is a soft, gracious wine to drink over the next 15-20 years. The flavors are nicely 
delineated throughout, although the 2012 is a bit lacking in the mid-palate and finish. Still this is a solid second 
wine. Crushed flowers, raspberries, mint and spices are laced into the finish. Drink it over the next few years. Pavie 
Macquin is a less consistently outstanding terroir than the other top properties in Nicolas Thienpont's stable, and 
that is definitely reflected in the quality of the second wine. Stéphane Derenoncourt is the consulting oenologist. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $35.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Poujeaux Poujeaux  
The 2012 Poujeaux offers up scents of crushed flowers, sweet tobacco, mint, spice and licorice, all in a plump, juicy 
style. I would prefer to drink the 2012 sooner rather than later, while the fruit retains its freshness. This is a lovely 
showing from Poujeaux and the Cuvelier family, who also own Clos Fourtet, Grandes Murailles and Cote du Balue. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $26.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Moulinet Moulinet  
A rich, ample wine, the 2012 Moulinet offers notable breadth, richness and resonance, signatures of this in 
Pomerol where clay and gravel-based soils each give the wine pieces of its personality. Dark cherry, plum, smoke, 
licorice and game meld into the creamy, expansive finish. The 2012 is all about texture. Drink it over the next 
handful of years. The blend is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $24.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Hostens-Picant Hostens-Picant Cuvée des Demoiselles  
The 2012 Hostens-Picant Cuvée des Demoiselles is round, soft and succulent on the palate, with plenty of apricot, 
yellow stone fruit, mint and spice notes. Vinification and aging in barrel, along with batonnage during elevage give 
the 2012 much of its texture and feel. The 2012 is overt, expressive and very pretty. The blend is 55% Sauvignon, 
40% Semillon and 5% Muscadelle, vinified in 100% new French oak. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni  $19.00 Jan 2016 



 
2012 Le Pin Beausoleil Le Pin Beausoleil  
A big, juicy wine, the 2012 Le Pin Beausoleil offers lovely immediacy and intensity. Super-ripe black cherry, herb 
and smoke are all pushed forward in an exuberant Merlot-based red that is best enjoyed over the next few years. A 
healthy dollop of 20% Cabernet Franc rounds out the blend in this delicious Bordeaux Supérieur. Julien Lavenu is 
the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni  $18.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Prade La Prade  
The 2012 La Prade is very nicely focused in the glass. Bright red cherry, red currant and raspberry are all very much 
alive in the glass. There is a good deal of nervous energy and tension from the limestone-rich soils, although today, 
the 2012 is a bit compact. Still, there is plenty to like and to look forward to. Orange peel and white pepper add 
attractive aromatic top notes to the finish. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni  $15.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Alcée Alcée  
The 2012 Alcée, Nicolas Thienpont's Côtes de Castillon, is absolutely delicious and a great example of how 
compelling this appellation can be. Sweet floral and spiced notes wrap around the supple, silky finish. The Alcée is 
mostly Merlot with a dollop of Cabernet Franc. Best of all, the 2012 should be a terrific value. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Hostens-Picant Hostens-Picant  
The Hostens-Picant is a delicious every day wine. Savory and floral in its initial approach, the 2012 offers lovely 
balance in a mid-weight, slightly hearty style that is best enjoyed at the table. Sweet floral notes reappear on the 
expressive finish. This is a decidedly ripe, flashy wine from a late-ripening Right Bank site. 
-- Antonio Galloni 89 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Edmus Edmus  
The 2012 Edmus is an attractive wine to drink now and over the next few years. The flavors are dark, bold and racy 
in this Merlot/Cabernet Franc blend. The Edmus is solid, but I would like to see a little more excitement. Frédéric 
Massie and Romain Boccio are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2018 $40.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Vrai Canon Bouché Vrai Canon Bouché  
A big, powerful wine, the 2012 Vrai Canon Bouché is not shy nor lacking in intensity. The flavors are bold and 
punchy throughout, with super-ripe fruit pushed forward and good overall resonance. This is an especially ripe 
style, but the tannins still need time to soften. Getting fully ripe tannins is a challenge and requires waiting. As a 
result the fruit is on the racy side here. Still, the 2012 is a delicious, everyday drinker. The blend is 83% Merlot, 15% 
Cabernet Franc and 2% Malbec, done in French oak barrels, 60% new. Simon Blanchard is the consulting 
winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2019 $24.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Les Grands Maréchaux Les Grands Maréchaux  
The 2012 Les Grands Maréchaux is juicy, immediate and expressive, with lovely depth and aromatics. Sweet 
tobacco, iron and dried flowers add nuance, but the overall impression is of creaminess underpinned by slightly 
nervous, edgy tannins. The 2012 is a solid choice for drinking over the next handful of years. The blend is 90% 
Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 $19.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Claud-Bellevue Claud-Bellevue  
The 2012 Claud-Bellevue is a plump, juicy wine to drink now and over the next few years. Dark red cherry, plum, 
cedar, smoke and tobacco wrap around the succulent finish. The blend is 75% Merlot and 25% Cabernet Franc. This 
is a delicious wine to drink young, while the fruit remains vibrant. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $16.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Rousselle La Rousselle  



The 2012 La Rousselle is rich, powerful and intense, with good personality and class. Hints of iron, smoke, dried 
flowers and red-fleshed fruit round out the finish. This is a solid showing from La Rousselle. The 2012 is 65% Merlot 
and 35% Cabernet Franc, aged for 16 months in French oak barrels, 50% new. Julien Lavenu is the consulting 
winemaker. This is a solid bistro red and everyday drinker for the price. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2019 $12.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 de Courteillac Domaine de Courteillac  
The 2012 Domaine de Courteillac is a big, burly wine with plenty of depth as well as personality. Sweet herbs, 
tobacco, licorice, smoke and plums flesh out in a hearty, mouthfilling wine to drink at the dinner table. The 2012 is 
80% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon and 10% Cabernet Franc. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 $10.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 L'Isle Fort L'Isle Fort  
Crushed flowers, sweet red berries, tobacco and cedar lift from the glass in the 2012 L'Isle Fort. The gravelly soils 
yield a distinctly lighter style. Drink this attractive, mid-weight Bordeaux Supérieur over the next few years. The 
blend is 70% Merlot, 20% Cabernet Sauvignon and 10% Merlot. Frédéric Massie and Romain Bocchio are the 
consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni  $9.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Preuillac Preuillac  
A deep, authoritative wine, the 2012 Preuillac is dense, powerful and a touch rustic, but certainly not lacking in 
personality, all signatures of this clay-rich site. Dark red fruit, iron, smoke and licorice add nuance in a distinctly 
masculine, virile Médoc. The blend is 58% Cabernet Sauvignon, 38% Merlot and 4% Cabernet Franc. Frédéric 
Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $9.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Magdeleine Bouhou Magdeleine Bouhou  
The 2012 Magdeleine Bouhou is a juicy, up-front wine to drink now and over the next few years, while the fruit 
retains its freshness. The 2012 is 90% Merlot and 10% Malbec, all done in stainless steel and concrete. This is a 
terrific value from Magdelaine Bouhou and winemakers Simon Blanchard and Roman Bocchio. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2019 $7.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Belle Coline Belle Coline  
Ample and broad on the palate, the 2012 Belle Coline delivers tons of intensity in an up-front, powerful style that 
holds considerable near and medium term appeal. The flavors are dark, bold and incisive, with attractive savory 
herbs, leather, cedar and smoke notes that add to the wine's virile personality. The blend is 90% Merlot and 10% 
Malbec. Julien Lavenu and Roman Bocchio are the winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Clarisse Clarisse  
The 2012 Clarisse is gorgeous. Round, creamy and generous in the glass, the 2012 offers plenty of super-ripe fruit 
to match its inviting personality. Sweet floral and spiced notes grace the mid-weight finish. Drink this open-knit, 
succulent wine over the next handful of years. This is a terrific showing from Clarisse and consulting winemakers 
Stéphane Derenoncourt and Romain Bocchio. The blend is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Claud-Bellevue Cuvée La Folie d'Ana  
The 2012 Cuvée La Folie d'Ana is an unusual 100% Côtes de Castillon Cabernet Sauvignon. Crushed raspberries, 
dried flowers and intense, ferrous notes hit the palate in this powerful, searing red. There is no shortage of 
personality here, although I find the 2012 a bit compact today. Simon Blanchard and Roman Bocchio are the 
winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Lamartre Etrange Rumeur  
Lamartre's 2012 Etrange Rumeur is the estate's Merlot/Cabernet Franc blend. A bold, incisive wine, the 2012 offers 
up dark red cherry, stone fruit, herb, smoke, tobacco and licorice, all with good underlying energy and persistence. 
I find the 2012 a touch compact, but the wine partly makes up for that with its vibrancy. 



-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni  Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Haut Nouchet Haut Nouchet  
The 2012 Haut Nouchet is soft, supple and inviting, all of which make it an excellent choice for drinking over the 
next few years. Sweet tobacco, cedar, smoke and plums add shades of nuance. The 2012 is 59% Cabernet 
Sauvignon, 39% Merlot and 2% Petit Verdot. The Cabernet from this site, usually very late to mature, shows a slight 
vegetal note that lurks beneath. Simon Blanchard is the consulting oenologist. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2017 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Sanctus La Bienfaisance de Château Sanctus  
The 2012 La Bienfaisance, the second wine of Sanctus, hits the palate with waves of dark fruit. Sage, lavender, mint 
and sweet spices add nuance as this voluptuous wine shows off its personality. A closing blast of energy rounds 
things out in style. The Bienfaisance emerges mostly from the northern facing plots on the property. The addition 
of a second wine, done for the first time in this vintage, looks like a very good decision. This is a very serious wine. 
The blend is 85% Merlot and 15% Cabernet Franc. Julien Lavenu and Hannah Fiegenschuh are the consulting 
winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni  Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 La Diligente La Diligente  
The 2012 La Diligente is powerful and intense, but also a bit rough around the edges. Smoke, game, tobacco, 
licorice, incense and slightly angular tannins give the wine much of its wild, sauvage personality. Still, there is plenty 
to like here. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Simon Blanchard and Hannah Fiegenschuh are the 
consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Berliquet Les Ailes de Berliquet  
A dark, juicy wine, the 2012 Les Ailes de Berliquet offers plenty of immediacy and near-term appeal in a forward 
open-knit style that is everything a second wine should be. Drink it over the next 3-5 years. The blend is 75% 
Merlot, 22% Cabernet Franc and 3% Cabernet Sauvignon. Nicolas Thienpont and his team led by David Suire 
oversee Berliquet, with additional input from consultants Stéphane Derenoncourt and Julien Lavenu. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2019 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 des Fougères - Clos Montesquieu Rouge Fougères  
The 2012 Rouge Fougères is a delicious second wine to drink now and over the next few years. Unusual in its high 
percentage of Merlot, the 2012 is plump, juicy and inviting. Although not the last word in complexity, the Rouge 
Fougères is everything a second wine should be. Bright red cherry and plump notes melt into the supple finish. 
-- Antonio Galloni 88 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2018 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Capet-Guillier Capet-Guillier  
The 2012 Capet-Guillier comes across as a bit light in body and texture. Sweet floral and savory notes open up in 
the bouquet, but the wine is not as rich or deep on the palate as the aromatics suggest. Overall, the 2012 is a good 
Saint-Emilion for near-term drinking. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2019 $44.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Clos Vieux Taillefer Clos Vieux Taillefer  
The 2012 Clos Vieux Taillefer, 100% Merlot, is open-knit and expressive, but also a bit simple for the appellation, 
with less depth, texture and overall nuance than it's typically the case here. Sweet red cherry, flowers, mint and 
white pepper are some of the signatures. The tannins are a bit green, suggesting that there may be too much oak 
for the wine's mid-weight structure. The 2012 spent 14 months in French oak barrels, 40% new. Julien Lavenu is 
the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 $28.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Godeau Godeau  
The 2012 Godeau is currently dominated by hard, unyielding tannins. There is plenty of depth in the fruit, but 
whether the wine will ever soften remains something of an open question. The 2012 is 95% Merlot and 5% 
Cabernet Franc. Julien Lavenu is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2024 $15.00 Jan 2016 



 
2012 Hostens-Picant Hostens-Picant Cuvée Lucullus  
The Hostens-Picant Cuvée Lucullus is soft, supple and open-knit, with lovely fruit and plenty of approachability, but 
it also has less intensity and persistence through the finish than the straight cuvée. The Lucullus is a selection of the 
estate's best parcels from the plateau of clay-limestone soils. I prefer the straight Hostens-Picant in 2012. Creme de 
cassis, spice, new leather and menthol are laced into the powerful finish. To be honest, I am not sure what the 
more extracted style and bigger tannins add here. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Lucia Lucia  
The 2012 Lucia is a supple and inviting wine to drink now and over the next few years. Black cherry, plum, grilled 
herbs, tobacco, cedar and iron are all pushed forward. The 2012 is attractive, but not especially complex. The blend 
is 90% Merlot and 10% Cabernet Franc. Julien Lavenu is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Saint-Paul Saint-Paul  
The 2012 Saint-Paul presents a distinctly wild, ferrous personality. Iron, smoke, earthy notes meld into a core of 
dark fruit in a bold if slightly angular Saint-Estephe to drink now and over the next few years. Saint-Paul is 50% 
Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 8% Cabernet Franc and 2% Petit Verdot. 
-- Antonio Galloni 87 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Canon Pécresse Canon Pécresse  
A dark, super-ripe wine, the 2012 Canon Pécresse offers good up-front intensity, but then loses much of its 
persistence through the mid-palate and finish. The 2012 will do in a pinch, but it lacks the depth and nuance of the 
best wines in the appellation. The blend is 80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Franc. Simon Blanchard and Hannah 
Fiegenschuh are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 86 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2018 $18.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Malescasse Malescasse  
The 2012 Malescasse is a fleshy, rustic Haut-Médoc to drink now and over the next few years. Dark red cherry, 
plum, licorice, violet and lavender add complexity. Slightly angular contours remain, but the Malescasse is certainly 
not lacking in personality. The 2012 is 50% Merlot, 40% Cabernet Sauvignon, 5% Cabernet Franc and 5% Petit 
Verdot. Frédéric Massie and Hannah Fiegenschuh are the consulting winemakers. 
-- Antonio Galloni 86 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2020 $16.00 Jan 2016 
 
2012 Clos des Menuts Clos des Menuts L'Excellence  
The 2012 L'Excellence is a soft, supple wine to enjoy upon release, while the fruit remains plump and juicy. Spice 
and leather notes add the closing shades of nuance. Drink this straightforward, pleasing Saint-Emilion over the next 
few years. The 2012 is 85% Merlot, 10% Cabernet Sauvignon and 5% Cabernet Franc aged in 100% new French oak. 
Simon Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 86 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2017 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Maison Blanche Maison Blanche  
The 2012 Maison Blanche is a powerful, rustic Cru Bourgeois to drink now and over the next few years. The blend is 
80% Merlot and 20% Cabernet Sauvignon. Frédéric Massie is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 86 Antonio Galloni 2016 - 2022 Not Available Jan 2016 
 
2012 Saint-Pierre de Corbian  Saint-Pierre de Corbian  
A powerful, explosive wine, the 2012 Saint-Pierre de Corbian boasts serious intensity. Smoke, earthiness and a rush 
of dark red/black stone fruits hit the palate as the fierce tannins kick in. This muscular, powerful Saint-Estèphe 
needs time in bottle, but I am not sure the tannins will ever soften. The 2012 is 51% Cabernet Sauvignon and 49% 
Merlot. Simon Blanchard is the consulting winemaker. 
-- Antonio Galloni 86 Antonio Galloni 2018 - 2027 Not Available Jan 2016 
 


